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ISBA SEMINAR 2020 Fiesch (Switzerland) 

PARTICIPATION GUIDELINES

Introduction 

All participants (including staff, guests and ISBA Board members) must  obey  seminar  cal-
endar,  rules  and  schedule. The guidelines, the calendar of seminar preparation & executive
process and other documents are sent to the dojo leaders. 

The final list of participants (person’s name, dojo and country), seminar schedule and logistic
information will be distributed via email to all participants.

Guidelines

The final selection will be decided by the organizer, in eventual discussion - if necessary - 
with Shiseikan and ISBA Board. 

The following general guidelines will be used:

1. Historical connections to the Shiseikan and the investment that specific people have 
made over the years as well as contributions to the ISBA’s activities will be valued.

2. Aspiring ISBA members will be considered to have a chance to join.
3. Single persons currently not representing any dojo but recognized by Fû Tô Kan, 

SDK Budo, ISBA or Shiseikan for their hitherto attitude also may be accepted.
4. Hosting country dojos have some preference within a limited range of allowance.
5. Above guidelines reflect general philosophy, not strict rules.

Application Process 

1. All of so far registered ISBA members get guaranteed one place for each member. 
Members, who haven’t paid ISBA membership fee by the end of 2019, lose their 
guarantee.

2. Invitation to the seminar is spread to and through registered dojo leaders, as well as 
directly to chosen individuals. All candidates apply through their dojo leader or - if in-
dependent or not a member yet - individually directly to seminar office. 

Everyone should apply using the application form prepared by the organizer.

3. By end of January 2020 dojo leaders send to the Seminar Office a list of recom-
mended participants from their dojo in the order of leader's preference for being ac-
cepted. This recommendation list will be used as one of references for selection by 
the organizer.

4. By January 31, the Seminar Office will notify “early bird” participants directly and via 
dojo leaders (Cc) of taken decision, i.e. accepted.
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5. By March 31, the Seminar Office will notify “regular bird” participants directly and via

dojo leaders (Cc) of taken decision (accepted, waitlisted, refused).

6. All payments have to be done before March 31, 2020 - otherwise the place is given 
to a person from waiting list.

Application form tips 

1. APPLICATION FORM 
Everyone is kindly requested to write: ISBA status (dojo, ronin, aspiring, friend); 
DOJO (name, leader, website); COUNTRY; PERSON (first and family name); BUDO 
EXPERIENCE (discipline, rank, years of practice, function - dojo leader, examiner, in-
structor, assistant, dojo cho, student etc.); FACE PHOTO (weight up to 50kB); DI-
RECT and/or EVERYDAY TEACHER; RECEIVED TEACHING BY SHISEIKAN 
TEACHERS in Europe and worldwide (place, year, teacher); LEADERS’ SEMINAR 
(year) ; SCHOLARSHIP (year); GROUP or INDIVIDUAL VISITS TO SHISEIKAN 
(year); BIRTH YEAR, GENDER (male or female), PROFESSION and/or EDUCA-
TION; CONTACT (mobile phone, email); FOOD (general or special: specify what)

2. SPORT RESORT FIESCH (alt: 1060m). 
All participants stay in 4 or 3 bedrooms. If, by any serious reason, it is very important 
or indispensable for you to stay in a single room, please mark it in your application 
(PRO SINGLE = I can stay in a double, but prefer a single if available; ONLY SINGLE
= without single room I will  not  attend  the seminar). We cannot guarantee you a sin-
gle room now, but we will take it under consideration and satisfy your needs, if possi-
ble. A surcharge may apply.

3. TRANSPORTATION. 
We plan on Sunday 16/08 morning a chartered bus from Geneva to Fiesch (the 
transportation fee for the bus is not included in the seminar fee ! ). We take back to 
Geneva by chartered bus again on Saturday 22/08 morning to approach the airport 
around noon.

It is possible to arrive at Sport Resort Fiesch by public transportation. The best is 
any train (timetable and booking at https://www.cff.ch) to Sport Resort Fiesch sta-
tion, and then a walk of 10 min. 

If you are coming by personal car to the Sport Resort Fiesch, there are many free 
parking lots available. Please try to coordinate your travel with other participants from 
your dojo or region.

4. CULTURAL PROGRAMME. 
Each seminar is intended to introduce to participants the heritage of the hosting coun-
try.

If the weather allows, we will take the cable car to the Eggishorn ( 2927 m ), enjoying 
the great view over the Aletsch Arena and Swiss Alps. We will do our best to pay ev-
erything from the seminar budget, but please, just for any case, prepare yourself for 
an eventual donation.
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